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Synopsis
This is the story of a journey. It starts one
morning with the conversation via Skype
that the musician Mikel Urdangarin had
with the artist Alain Urrutia. The latter
offered Mikel a canvas as a gift, with the
condition that he would have to go and
pick it up at London.
With the excuse of that trip, linking
together ancient Greek myths and
concerts with huge audiences, we will
slowly get to know the daily life of an
artist who has chosen to make a living
out of his work; the alchemy of creation,
the sweat of impotence, the shadow of
failure, the loneliness that comes with
fame. Until reaching, almost without
wanting to, the key hidden in the middle
of the labyrinth that is Mikel Urdangarin.
A journey whose end becomes a starting
point once again. Because every search
is also a journey. Because creativity is,
ultimately, a search.

“I found the treasure a long time ago,
but I continue searching for it”
I heard Elliott Murphy live for the first time 23 years
ago. It was at the Zornotza Aretoa Theatre and I had
not yet released an album. You could say that was the
day when I felt the magic of music for the first time...
real magic, without tricks. I felt as if Elliott, with his
guitar and his voice, was stretching out a hand from
the stage to my seat, a hand capable of stirring things
up in the depths of my being. From a distance, the
singer had broken into the ice of my soul. With its
waves, floating over the sea of air, his music struck
me and dragged me to the deepest depths. The old
songwriter had achieved his goal.
I think it was that impact that led me to become a
singer too. I thought that if I, as a receiver, had been
so moved... what could the one who had unleashed so
much force have felt? Not long after that, I decided to
start to search for treasure, to pursue that beautiful
magic endlessly... until today.
Twenty years have passed since I decided to make
music my profession. And, as is normal, I've had to
make a living doing all sorts of things throughout those
years. In the beginning, I was a teacher at a school that
offered me a steady job for the rest of my life; but, I
gave that up... renouncing the security that so many
yearn for. And, free of fears, I set out in search of
treasure... until today.
Today I can say that I have found the treasure I was
looking for – I found it long ago. I have felt, on stage,
true magic – without tricks. I have also seen the
hidden side of that huge reward. The solitude of the
creator, the lure of the applause and the dependence
it generates, the weight of vanity, the lack of answers,
silence, the cost of extreme decisions.
Those are the two sides of the coin that make up
the magical world that I have just mentioned. Oier
Aranzabal, Iker Treviño and the producer Maluta
Films have dared to paint it. I sense that they have set
out to draw that invisible world that is, at the same
time, so ours and so unknown... the world that Elliott
Murphy showed me 23 years ago and that swept me
away. I am sure that they can hear the sound of the
ice cracking.
I found the treasure a long time ago, but I continue
searching for it in this part of the journey, with the
encouragement of a few crazy travel companions.
Mikel Urdangarin

Trailer

https://vimeo.com/286449322

Director's
Comments
In the summer of 2016, Mikel Urdangarin and the two
of us were in Santander. Alain Urrutia had just settled
in at the Juan Silió Art Gallery with his exhibition
‘Tierra y cemento (Sentarse y esperar)’ ('Earth and
Cement: Sit and Wait') – and that was the excuse and,
in some way, the impetus. Paradoxically, the idea for
the documentary ‘The Painter’ came about when a
painter brought us together. As he was preparing to
launch his new album, in exchange for filming his
video clip, we asked Mikel for permission to snoop
about in the intimacies of his life. We told him that
we wanted to present the universal stories that hide
behind him in a way that had never been done before.
And he, both surprised and excited, agreed to it.
The 20th anniversary of when Urdangarin made
the decision to exclusively dedicate his life to music
seemed like the ideal time for a project like this one.
During the 90s, Basque music gave birth to a new and
powerful generation, clearly different from the one
coming from the transition. Urdangarin was one of
that new generation's symbols. To portray his story on
the big screen in an innovative way was our challenge.

Make no mistake, ‘The Painter’ is not a behind-thescenes look at the making of the last album by Mikel
Urdangarin. It's not a collection of music video clips
that have been brightened up with interviews to pay
homage to the artist. Perhaps a little maliciously, I
would even go so far as to say as it's not a documentary
about Mikel Urdangarin. No. ‘The Painter’ uses Mikel
Urdangarin as a channel to set out towards a broader
goal: to delve into the depths of the inner world of
creation and art and get to know the shadows that the
musician and his forms and textures cast. To shed light
onto the relationships, processes and paths that are
unknown and hidden in the endless circle of creation.
‘The Painter’ is a testimony and a tribute to those for
whom art is a way of life and a reason for being. ‘The
Painter’ aims to use the voice of a Basque musician
and of artists around him to call into question and
bring to light the problems, worries and hopes of any
creator in the world.

A circle
Likewise, if we stick to the narrative thread, ‘The
Painter’ is a circle. Using the Monomyth Scheme
hashed out by the American anthropologist
Joseph Campbell, it would be the circle yielded
by drawing a line to connect the four stages of
musical creation. This includes a journey, from
the familiarity of home to the unknown, and
the return trip.
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‘The Painter’ is the story of someone who, without the
protection of his family and friends, quit his steady
job as a teacher to make a living with music. It's the
story of a musician who has published 14 albums and
filled venues to capacity in the Basque Country and
in other corners of the planet. ‘The Painter’ is a story
that, starting with the white canvas of silence, analyses
the creative process and its nuances. The story of the
dichotomy between solitude and concert crowds. The
story told by the relationship between the person and
the figure.
‘The Painter’ is a very old story that, despite being
old, will repeat itself again and again.
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*Wait. Perhaps ‘The Painter’ is a spiral that
curves over time. Until exhaustion. A spring
that bounces, tenses and relaxes without rest,
repeating the same successes and failures again
and again. Does it matter? Viewed head-on, the
spiral seems a circle. It suddenly becomes clear
to us that geometry isn't our thing.

The
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Key Themes
of ‘The Painter’

1

Decision
The path chosen by someone who quits his government job as a teacher to
make a living with music. Because often, security and rules don't match up
with freedom. Freedom is beautiful, but also cold on many occasions. Music
is another trade – a worthy and desirable way of life for those who choose it.

2

Success
And its multiple facets. There are few Basque musicians who can make
their living with the work they produce, their art. Mikel Urdangarin is one
of them. Proof of the success of his 20-year career are the 14 albums he
has published up to now and the theatres and venues that he has filled to
capacity.

3

Stark Loneliness
The documentary also aims to show the artist's stark loneliness. Mikel is 45
years old and lives in a small flat in the Historic Centre of Vitoria, modestly.
The film focuses on loneliness as an option, but also as a result of fame and
the decisions made. It considers the dichotomy between the figure and the
person.

4

Relations
Between the artist and his followers/listeners. A special, platonic connection
that can be physical (at concerts) or trivial or abstract (through songs). Up
to the point of generating in the listeners the impression that they know the
artist personally.

5

Alchemy of Creation
How can the musician, the painter or the poet create a song, a painting or a
poem that is able to move someone else? How can they make us laugh or cry
with their work? The answer lies in the magic of human creativity. From
when the idea arises to when it is popularised.

The Use of Images
The documentary will use two storytelling mechanisms, it will have two different narrative styles
and will have two "sides". A cinematographic/film side through which facets of Mikel Urdangarin's
daily life will be presented. In those scenes, Mikel Urdangarin's friends, acquaintances and work
colleagues will appear, reflecting and conversing with him on the 5 key themes that were just
presented. Somehow, that side of the documentary will be used to put the topics for analysis into
context. Additionally, we have developed a documentary side made up of documentary images
recorded over the last two years. This narrative thread is to be used to illustrate and showcase,
by means of actual images, the topics previously presented.
The Film Side
Through the film side, we aim to overcome typical resources such as the static interview and
the monologue --things that are so overused in the documentary genre-- hoping to offer a more
innovative format. Using resources that are common in fiction, the topics to present will be
introduced as a dialogue. Let's explain a bit.
By using re-enacted scenes, we will show Mikel in solitude going about his daily activities when,
suddenly, an artist, a friend or a close collaborator interrupts the sequence by posing a question.
Mikel Urdangarin and his invited friend will reflect on the topic, freely, without a script. And,
then, the artist, friend or collaborator will disappear from the scene suddenly, just as he/she
appeared, leaving Mikel alone once more.
By using this resource, in addition to highlighting the artist's loneliness, the doubt of whether the
dialogue happened only in the mind of Mikel will be left in the mind's eye of the viewer... it may
have been a dream, something imagined or a vague memory – leaving the viewer with a strange,
but shocking, feeling.
The Documentary Side
Over the last two years we have filmed the life of Mikel in very different situations. We have
filmed album recordings, almost from the start of the projects, we have caught the moments
prior to entering into the studio, the actual recording in the studio, as well as the first listen
afterwards. Trips and concerts have been filmed, as well as the jitters that came just before them.
We have captured the relationships between the musicians: the interactions and discussions.
This material is of utmost importance because it will be used to illustrate the issues raised on the
recording. The goal is for these images to embody the concepts discussed by the protagonists.
The idea is to transform what is said into what is done in the musician's everyday life, a life that
is at times exciting and at other times quite common.
These images have been recorded without interfering in the action, from the viewpoint of passive
observation. Some of them with the camera on our shoulder, subjectively, so that the viewer
feels a part of Mikel Urdangarin's world. Others with a tripod or other stable base, from further
away, keeping distance. To cover the whole of the situation and all the action.
Black and White: An Aesthetic Option
The art of Alain Urrutia has great importance in ‘The Painter’. In his work, the artist from Bilbao
only uses the grey colour range, colours that go from black to white. Our idea is to take hold of
that aesthetic option and to do the documentary in black and white. The aim, thus, is to rely on
precision, simplicity, trying to show the most basic.
The Use of Animations
Twice in the documentary, Mikel Urdangarin recalls a couple of things about his mother.
Memories that suggest that his mother was a painter in her time. The idea is to recreate those
memories by using animations. Images which are fully integrated with the aesthetics of the
documentary, but clearly different from the two sides mentioned above. We have chosen the
film director and animator Kote Camacho to be in charge of those drawings and their animation.

Producer's Comments
“The Painter… a shocking title for a documentary that has a singer as its protagonist,”
I said to myself when they mentioned the project to me for the first time. In the script
I found painters, musicians, singers, editors, experts... And, in the end, in that story
concocted over five canvases, the central theme linking all these authors together
became clear to me: creation.
What does creation consist of, how does the creator live, what does he have to give up
and what risks must be taken to bring creation to life? Is it worth it to take on so much
work and heartache and so many problems?
Anyone who stands before a piece of blank paper feels the fear of facing a new
challenge. Precisely, our protagonists, using Mikel Urdangarin as a channel, have
created a beautiful canvas filled with brushstrokes and splashes about the need to
devote their lives to creation. And they will tell us how they carry that out – because
that relative triumph among applause always hides another side, one that is more
personal, more solitary, more intimate.
The idea of reflecting deeply about creation came from Oier Aranzabal, and when he
showed us his first notes from a script, we saw that there was clearly material there to
take on an ambitious project. In addition, it seemed to us more than adequate for Oier
to have been the one who proposed it, because he is a multifaceted creator: musician,
creator and project manager, director of photography, editor, etc. In all of the fields in
which I have been able to see him work, he has exuded a sense of strength, enthusiasm
and passion for a job well done.
Who better, then, to direct a documentary that revolves around creation than Oier
Aranzabal – an individual who is familiar, from within, with the creative process and
who has experienced the daily challenges talked about in the script?
Even more so knowing that Mikel Urdangarin –at the peak of his career, with 20 years'
experience behind him– fully agreed with the project and was volunteering to speak of
the most intimate experiences of the creator –some of them simpler and others more
difficult to show– as an example of the experience of all creators. He has opened the
wide the doors of his heart for us and we have turned that into the documentary's
main theme.
However, our intention is to make a kind of documentary that is rare among us: in
Basque, about a Basque singer. But to create a product that can be shown anywhere
in the planet because, ultimately, the reflection on creation proposed is universal. And
we want to underscore that universality, to bring it out to the outside, so that what
is done is valued at home, with one of our singers as a model, because origin does
not necessarily need to restrict, as John Potter says in the documentary, because the
culture of minority languages enriches the canvas that the cultures of the hegemonic
languages aim to paint daily from creation.
That is what allows a creator from a non-hegemonic culture to showcase their creative
talent in London, Buenos Aires or Okinawa –in any corner of the world– and to be
taken into consideration by others.
Oier will have Martin and Xabier Etxeberria as travelling companions in this experience
in terms of content, as well as Iker Treviño as an assistant director.
Ritxi Lizartza

The Figures

John Potter

Mikel Urdangarin (Amorebieta-Etxano, 1971)
He studied to be a teacher and, after having obtained a steady teaching position,
decided to give it up in order to live as a musician. In his twenty-year career, he has
released 14 albums and participated in all types of projects, becoming one of the most
well-known Basque musicians.
Nere Urdangarin
Mikel Urdangarin’s sister.
Josean Urdangarin
Mikel Urdangarin’s father.

Along with his friend Phileas Fogg, he left Norwich behind and has lived in Japan for
30 years. He started by giving class at Kogakkan University, Kobe. But driven by his
adventurous spirit, he asked for retirement and moved to Okinawa. Since then, he
has written several books on local music and acts as a music reporter and critic for
magazines like Kansai Time Out and Folk Roots.

Rafa Rueda (Mungia, 1972)
He is a well-known Basque singer and guitarist. From 1992 to 2005, he was the leader
of the famous metal band Pi L.T. Currently, he participates in several initiatives in
addition to continuing as a soloist. He has been performing alongside Mikel Urdangarin
for more than a decade.
Alain Urrutia (Bilbo, 1981)

Painter by vocation and profession. He makes his living with art and has his studio in
London. He uses the grey colour range, going from black to white, renouncing the rest
of the colours. He has been given numerous prizes and awards and has exhibited his
work in museums and galleries around the world.

Elizabeth Macklin (Poughkeepsie, New York, 1952)
American poet. Editor of The New Yorker from 1974 to 1999. She studied Spanish
literature in Madrid and, thanks to her flatmates, she has been closely linked to Basque
culture since then. She learned Basque and has translated different Basque authors.

Ángel Celada (Vitoria, 1953)
One of the most prestigious drummers of Spain. In addition to participating in two
albums by Mikel Urdangarin, the musician from Álava has performed alongside groups
and soloists like Joan Manuel Serrat, Golpes Bajos, Miguel Bosé, La Unión, Orquesta
Mondragón, el Último de la Fila, Manolo García, Mecano and Revólver.

Kirmen Uribe (Ondarroa, 1970)

Nika Bitchiashvili (Tbilisi, 1968)
Before settling in Vitoria, he had developed a long career as a violinist; first violin of
the Tbilisi Symphony Orchestra (Georgia) among others. He is currently the violinist
for Mikel Urdangarin. He is a professional musician.

Jon Bews (Galashiels, 1972)
Professional Scottish musician. He has worked with various, well-known folk musicians
of the United Kingdom. He participated in Mikel Urdangarin's first two albums playing
the violin. Since then, they have been great friends.

Basque writer and winner of the Spanish National Literature Prize, among other
awards. He studied Basque Philology in Vitoria and since then has kept a close
relationship with Mikel Urdangarin. Beyond their friendship, they have been involved
together in various projects.

Anjel Valdes (Bilbo, 1958)
Head of production at the Elkar label and a well-known musician. He has taken part in
several renowned projects – among them was the group M-ak. Today, he is one of the
greatest connoisseurs of Basque music.

Biography of the
film director
OIER ARANZABAL

(1988, Zarautz)
Basque journalist and musician. He is the director of the
ZuZeu.eus current affairs website and has worked, and
works, as a journalist for other media outlets. In 2012, he
founded the musical group LouTopet. He is the promoter
of Paperezko Kontzertuak and designer and producer
of the music videos created by said initiative. He has
directed several video clips at the request of the record
label Elkar, among others, for Rafa Rueda and Mikel
Urdangarin. This is his first feature-length film.
Direction, production and editing of 55 music videos for
the Paperezko Kontzertuak project. (2013-2017)
Link:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCyjoNRh4Z34IiCWhI9IecWQ/videos
Direction, production and editing of the video clip
‘Itsasoan euria’, Mikel Urdangarin.
Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LeGO0HmqNkk
Direction, production and editing of the video clip ‘Zurea
da’ (2017), Mikel Urdangarin.
Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pav_SqQM2No
Direction, production and editing of the video clip ‘Little
Cowboy’ (2017), Rafa Rueda.
Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ziftNaFYUU
Direction, production and editing of the video clip ‘Jon’
(2018), Rafa Rueda.
Link:
h t t p s : / / w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m /
watch?v=rUcheFrjsnk&t=71s
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Technical Details
103 MIN

PRODUCED BY 				
MALUTA* FILMS (ZINEA SORTZEN S.L.) 		
						
FORMAT 					HD
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE: 			

BASQUE (SPANISH, ENGLISH, JAPANESE)

VERSIONS: 					

BASQUE, SPANISH, ENGLISH, JAPANESE

(SUBTITLED)

EXPECTED DATE OF DELIVERY: 		

AMAIA ETXEPETELEKU

TRANSLATIONS:

MARAMARA TALDEAREN HIZKUNTZA ZERBITZUAK S.L.

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF:

TITLE						MARGOLARIA
FEATURE-LENGTH DOCUMENTARY FILM

GRAPHIC DESIGN:			

SEPTEMBER 2018

MIKEL URDANGARIN –Singer-songwriter
RAFA RUEDA – Guitarist
ÁNGEL CELADA –Drums
NIKA BITCHIASHVILI – Violinist
JON CAÑAVERAS –Bass
KOLDO URIARTE – Pianist
ALAIN URRUTIA –Painter
JON BEWS – Violinist
ELIZABETH MACKLIN - Poet & Journalist
JOHN POTTER –Journalist
KIRMEN URIBE - Writer
ALLISON KEABLE, ANJEL VALDES - ALVARO FEITO
- JOSEAN URDANGARIN - NERE URDANGARIN – JON
URDANGARIN - MIREN ABASOLO – MUTSUMI ARAGAKI
– ISAMU SHIMOJI – ROSELLE KAWATA – RYUJI NODA

Producer's Background

MALUTA FILMS
Portuetxe 53 A, Office 108. 20018 San Sebastián.
ritxi@malutafilms.eus

MARGOLARIA (THE PAINTER)

ODOLA ODOL

In this documentary, new director
Oier Aranzabal will make use of the
figure of the singer Mikel Urdangarin
to analyse the creative process, the
loneliness of the creator and his
attitude when faced with the response
from the public. The daily life of the
creator will be expressed through
different images.

In 2015, Odola Odol made its debut. This is a
feature-length documentary by Fernando
Errazuriz and co-produced by the Chilean
production company Surreal. It was directed
by Cristián Leighton. EiTB, TVN and CNTV
participated in its financing.

TRES 60

AINARAK

In 2013, we launched the full-length fiction
film Tres-60 (Three-60), co-produced with
Bowfinger Pictures S.L. and Antena 3 Media,
and directed by Alex Ezkurdia. Luiso Berdejo
was the screenwriter and Raúl Mérida, Sara
Sálamo, Geraldine Chaplin and Joaquim de
Almeida were the protagonists. Financed by the
Basque Government, with EiTB as the associate
producer. Other channels likewise participated
in financing: La Sexta, Canal Plus and Ono.

Ainarak is a feature-length documentary
directed by Plácido Sánchez, with a script
by Itziar Leemans, which will be filmed
in cooperation with the production companies Modelika S.L. of Aragon, Aldudarrak of Lower Navarre and 601 of Navarre.

Preso nengoen
Zamoran eta...
In 2018, we are producing the feature-length
documentary film entitled Preso nengoen
Zamoran eta... in co-production with Esrec
Zinema S.L. and under the direction of
the
screenwriter
Mielanjel
Elustondo.
Approximately 50 Basque priests were held
at the Concordat Prison of Zamora from 19681976.

MENCHU GAL
In 2012 we produced a feature-length
documentary film under the title Menchu Gal,
directed by Ainara Mendiola, about the life
and work of this great artist from Irun for the
anthological exhibition that was inaugurated
in Bilbao. The exhibition travelled around
different world capitals. The documentary has
not been made available commercially.

